


CODING STANDARDS – C#.NET

C# is a managed coding language and .Net framework prevents unsafe access to certain blocks 
of memory with Code Access Security and ensures release of the objects as soon as they are no 
longer required using CLR. What we mean by managed code is that the scope and lifetime of all 
the objects are managed by common language runtime.

Though .net framework has CLR and CAS to manage memory and prevent unsafe code, and 
.net framework provides a list of code libraries like enterprise library for implementing standard 
code for commonly used functionalities, there are a set of guidelines which we often miss out or 
just ignore, and these must be followed to optimise our c# code for performance, better 
scalability, maintainability and for better memory management. Below are few point which I have 
listed out for c# programming guidelines.



1. USING BLOCK

Using block makes sure that Dispose is called even in case of exception. Using Block can be 
used with all the objects which implement IDisposable interface.All the objects inside Using 
Block are disposed , and we don’t need to call Dispose method explicitly.



2. IMPLEMENTATION OF IDISPOSABLE INTERFACE 
FOR MANAGING NON CLR MANAGED OBJECTS

Unmanaged  objects are system resources  like printers, registries,  file  connections,  
database connections,  network  related  instances,  handles  to  different  classes etc

One of the optimal ways to handle unmanaged objects is to Implement  IDisposable
interface, and using Using Block or Dispose  method.



3. USE OF TRY CATCH FINALLY FOR EXCEPTION 
HANDLING

Try catch finally Block is used to handle exceptions in the code. Writing code inside Try 
Block ensures that the execution doesn’t fail in case of exception. Catch Block is used to 
throw or handle the exception. We can implement multiple Catch Blocks depending on the 
type of exception we want to catch for example user defined Business Exception, SQL 
Exception or System Exception. The code inside the Finally will always be executed – even 
if exception occurs.



4. USE OF SERIALIZATION FOR OBJECTS
HOLDING LARGE DATA BETWEEN POST BACKS.

We often use complex data entities holding huge data as input or output parameter in 
function call or service calls. Data Serialization is used to convert the data into stream of 
bytes before exchanging it on a communication channel like Http or Tcp to save the state 
of the object. This ensures data integrity and security.

Namespace Formatter.System.Runtime.Serialization contains the classes for Serialization. 
We need to apply the SerializableAttribute to all the objects which need to be serializable.



5. USE OF HASH TABLES FOR STATIC BUT 
FREQUENTLY ACCESSED DATA

We often refer to some kind of static data in applications which rarely change,  for example, 
data related to localization etc,  and to load the static data whenever it is required means a 
call back to the database server every time which is very expensive.

Hash table is the best solution for this scenario, Hash table is a key value pair data 
structure, and that’s why searching a value inside a hash table is very efficient and fast. 

So instead of hitting the database whenever user wants a change  as per the the localization
requirement, it’s always better to load the static data in hash tables when the application 
loads for the first time inside application_start() method. 



6. USING A SEPARATE UTILITY CLASS FOR ALL
THE GENERIC FUNCTIONS

Ensuring all the repeatable code blocks are converted into generic functions and placed 
inside one generic static class which can be accessed throughout the application makes 
code more maintainable and scalable, as well as it’s less expensive as we don’t need to 
initialise it on every call to the utility functions.



7. USE OF STATIC CLASSES AND CONSTANTS 

Frequently accessed  variables which never change throughout the application lifecycle must 
be declared as Static in a Static class. These classes can be called directly without creating 
instances so are useful and save memory in scenarios where a class is accessed frequently 
throughout the application.



8.    SECURING APPLICATION WITH PROPER USE OF 
AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORISATION

We can implement 3 types of traditional authentication which comes by default with .net framework :

1. Windows Authentication – Users are validated against their windows account and password. The 
users outside the domain can not access the application.

2. Passport Authentication – The Authentication Service is delegated to a third party provider such as 
Microsoft Passport Services.

3. Forms based Authentication – Authentication token is created for a user’s I’d. It can be implemented in 
2 different ways, cookie less and with cookies. The Authorization token is either stored on client 
machine in a cookie or embedded in the request depending on the authentication types – With 
cookies or cookie less.

Or we can use Windows Identity Foundation with .Net Framework 4.5 and above and implement a more 
generic claims based architecture for authentication and authorization.



Windows Identity Foundation
Windows Identity Foundation provides set of classes for building Claims based identity in 
applications. 

By Claims based Identity , we mean a set of claims which the user uses to present his 
identity to an application. Using Claims Based Authentication, it’s much easier to implement 
Single Sign On.

Applications can implement WIF to process token issued from Security Token Services like 
Active Directory Federation Service or Windows Azure Access Control Services.



9. SOFTWARE DESIGN / REFACTORING USING 
SOLID PRINCIPLES
The design should comply with the SOLID principles. These principles are :

S – Single Responsibility Principle

Each class should be responsible for single functionality, for example, class customer should only focus on customer related functions, not on exception handling or 
logging etc.

O – Open Closed Principle 

Extension should be preferred over modification

L - Liskov Substitution Principal -

Child class objects should be able to refer to parent class objects seamlessly at runtime.

I – Interface Segregation  Principle– Client class implementing the interface should not be forced to implement all the functions defined in the interface. If such 
scenario occurs, more than one interface should be created as per the client requirement. 

D – Dependency Inversion Principle – Dependency Inversion is a way to remove internal dependencies from the code by allowing dependent objects to be injected 
into the implementing class either by Constructor injection or method injection.



10. MAKING USE OF APPROPRIATE DESIGN 
PATTERN TO MAKE CODE MORE MAINTAINABLE, 
SCALABLE AND TO ENSURE CODE REUSE.
Design Pattern are the tried and tested way to solve repetitive problems or occurrence of similar scenarios. Use of design patterns make the 
code maintainable and ensures code reuse.

There are different types of design patterns like structural, behavioural etc.

These are few most widely used design patterns:

Singleton Pattern – To create a single instance of a class which can be shared throughout the application.

Factory Pattern – To return instance of several derived classes.

Abstract Factory Pattern – To return instance of several factories of derived classes.

Façade Pattern – To create a wrapper class over an existing library or com component and to override  the functionality.

Decorator Pattern – To enhance the existing code library without changing its structure.

Subscriber – Publisher Pattern

Etc.



11. USE OF  CODE REFACTORING / DEBUGGING
TOOLS SUCH AS RESHARPER

Third party tools integrated with VS provide many functionalities which makes it very easy 
to debug or refactor the already existing code which is complex and without proper 
comments. It saves a lot of time while debugging and finding the root cause of any error.

For example,  removing unreferenced libraries in the code,  finding repetitive code blocks 
and turning them into generic functions, finding all the reference of any object in the lower 
or upper hierarchy (unidirectional) , and many more functionalities which are not available 
with Visual Studio.



12. USE OF APPROPRIATE STRUCTURE OR 
COLLECTION CLASS DEPENDING ON TYPE OF DATA 
AND OPERATIONS

It’s very important to understand the type and structure of data before choosing a 
particular collection class or structure.

For example ArrayList can contain data of multiple types but an array can contain only one 
type of data. Similarly we have Hash Tables for storing key value pair data which provides 
faster search based on the key associated with the value.

A generic class can be considered in scenarios where we need to delay the specification of 
type until the class is declared or initialised. It facilitates code reuse, type safety and 
performance by elimination boxing or casting operations at runtime.



14. USE OF GENERIC COLLECTION CLASSES

We can create strongly typed generic collection classes with System.Collections.Generic 
namespace.  Generic collection classes are recommended as they are type safe,  increase 
performance by removing the need for casting or boxing operations at run time and a way 
to attain code reuse to make code more maintainable.

Moreover, we can write our own generic methods or properties along with the default 
methods and properties which comes with .Net Framework defined Collection classes  to 
make the Generic Collection class more efficient in terms of functionalities and properties 
it provides.



15.    LIMIT THE USE OF EXPENSIVE OBJECTS

Its always useful to follow the best practices while declaring objects or variable types. For 
example, while declaring a very long string and which can have many operations like 
concatenation etc,  using StringBuilder instead of string is less expensive. For concatenation, 
every time we need to add a string, it creates a new instance of string object, rather if we 
use StringBuilder,  we can make use of many properties and methods predefined such as 
.Append for concatenation.



16. BETTER MEMORY MANAGEMENT BY MAKING 
USE OF GARBAGE COLLECTION

Garbage Collection works on managed heap to free memory from unused objects and heap is managed 
using different generations by operating system.

Generation 0 – Used to store short lived objects, GC runs garbage collection process very frequently to 
collect objects from Generation 0 to free memory.

Generation 1- Objects which are not collected in Generation 0 are moved to Generation1.

Generation 2- Objects which are not collected in Generation 1 are moved to this generation, generally 
global variables,  static objects or application objects.

GC can track lifetime of managed as well as unmanaged objects, but it’s not in scope of GC to release 
unmanaged objects, this must be done explicitly in the code by developer by implementing Idisposable
interface and using dispose method explicitly or With a Using Block.

For implementing Dispose method as well, there are several options – By using SafeHandle class or by 
overriding Object.finalize() method. 



17. PREVENTING MEMORY LEAKS

We can do this by either avoiding all the scenarios where memory leak is possible or by using a 
tool such as ..Net Memory Profiler to identify memory leaks, investigate memory problems in 
production environment, to view and optimise real time memory and resource information.

The scenarios where a memory leak can happen and can be prevented:

1. Unused resource reference alive for long.

2. Circular References hold for long – for example when we use delegates, because some 
method is registered as a delegate with an event and even though it is not called directly, it 
will not be cleaned by GC .

3. Holding references for long  to COM components or other third party dlls like MS Office 
objects or pdf or any third party graph object etc.



18. USE OF PARAMETERIZED QUERY OR STORED PROCEDURE 
CALL IN ADO.NET BY IMPLEMENTING IDBCOMMAND 
INTERFACE( OLEDBCLIENT OR SQLCLIENT) TO PREVENT SQL 
INJECTION.

When we write inline SQL statements in the code, the code is vulnerable to SQL injection. 
User can inject script in HTML to manipulate the values passed from the UI. In case of 
paremeterized query using SQLCommand object in ADO.Net, its almost impossible to 
manipulate the parameter values as we provide parameter value as well as the type and size 
of it while adding it to the command object.



19. CALCULATING THE CYCLOMATIC
COMPLEXITY OF THE CODE 

Cyclomatic Complexity is a software metric to measure complexity of program. Regularly measuring 
Cyclomatic Complexity helps in finding problem areas in the code which needs refactoring and 
improvement. This comes integrated with visual studio now, Menu-> Analyze ->Calculate Code Metrics.

There is a standard acceptable metrics defined for Cyclomatic Complexity or it can be defined at project 
level. Ideally, Cyclmatic complexity should be maintained between 1 to 10. 

Few points to reduce Cyclomatic Complexity in Code:

1. Avoid use of Switch statement, we can use factory or strategy design pattern instead.

2. Avoid use of IF statements.

3. Avoid nested for loops and foreach loops.  Having more than one nested  for loop or foreach loop 
reduces performance and increases Cyclomatic complexity of the code



20.   USE OF REF AND OUT PARAMETERS IN CASE 
OF INPUT PARAMETERS WITH HUGE DATA

The use of ref parameter ie passing parameter by reference is recommended when we are 
passing huge data as a input parameter to any function. If the data inside the called method 
changes, it reflect in the calling method.  The ref parameter must be initialised in the calling 
method.

Use of OUT keyword is recommended when we want to return multiple values from a function 
as well as when the data to be returned is huge same as in case of REF keyword

The difference between REF and OUT is they the OUT parameter does not need to be 
initialized in the calling method.



21. USE OF CONFIGURATION CONTROL FOR 
MAINTAINING CONSISTENCY IN FUNCTIONALITY, 
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

Implementing Configuration management while software development is very vital from the 
perspective of establishing and maintaining consistency of a project or product. It focuses 
on project or product’s functional and physical attributes with its requirements, design and 
operational information throughout its life. 

In other words, Configuration Management is a collection of techniques, competences and 
tools to access and record current design and build state of the the system. This is very 
useful for project management and audit perspective as well as for development activities 
like testing or debugging. 



Thank you!

Please watch out this space for a more detailed e-
book on .Net Coding Guidelines and Best 

Practices which will cover topics from C#.net, Asp. 
Net, Asp.Net MVC, Windows Communication 

Foundation and Web API.
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